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Virtual Clock algorithm [Zhang 1989]. The study here investigates
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Abstract
This paper presents a set of mechanisms for congestion control of data traffic in
high speed wide area nct.works (HSWANs) along with preliminary performance results.
The model of the network assumes reservation of resources based on average requirements. The mechanisms address (a) the different network time constants (short term and
medium-term), (b) admission control that allows controlled variance of traffic as a function of medium-term congestion, and (c) prioritized scheduling which is based on a new
fairness criterion. This latter criterion is perceived as the appropriate fairness measure for
HSWANs.
Preliminary performance studies show that the queue length statistics at switching
nodes (mean, variance and max) are approximately proportional to the end-point 'time
window7 size. Further,
when network utilization approaches unity, the time window mechanism can protect
the network from buffer overruns and excessive queueing delays, and
when network utilization level is smaller, the time window may be increased to allow a
controlled amount of variance that attempts to simultaneously meet the performance
goals of the end-user and that of the network.
The prioritized scheduling algorithms proposed and studied in this paper are a generalization of t he Virtual Clock algorithm [Zhang 19891. The study here investigates
necessary and sufficient conditions for accomplishing desired fairness,
ability to provide good service to controlled bursts,
simulation and (limited) analytical results for expected waiting times,
ability to protect against misbehaving users, and
relationship between end-point admission control (Time-Window) and internal
scheduling ('Pulse' and Virtual Clock) at the switch.

1. Introduction
The advent of high speed wide area networks (HSWANs) offer new dimensions to
networking. They allow for support of a wide range of applications (for example, motion
video, graphics etc. which have tremendous bandwidth requirements). The challenge is to
design protocols that would pass these hardware speeds to the applications. From the congestion control/resource management point of view, there are several major performance
issues that need to be addressed. For instance,
the network must be able to prov: :e its applications (data, motion video, voice, still
y
images, graphics etc.) a desired q ~ ~ ~ l lofi tservice,
it must be able to cope with the high bandwidth-delay product that makes timely
control operations difficult.
This paper addresses congestion control for data traffic in an HSWAN. Since the
HSWAN will s u p p ~ rseveral
t
kinds of real-time services (like voice, video etc.), the network
is assumed to have mechanisms for reserving resources, perhaps based on average demands.

The workload for data traffic, however, is bursty and not altogether predictable. Therefore,
the flow control solution that is sought is one that has the elasticity to handle bursty
workload. In the context of data traffic, the goals of flow control is to simultaneously
provide (a) efficiency (b) loss freeness (may be relaxed, depending upon the application),
and (c) fairness (across different users).
The fairness criterion needs to be redefined in this environment. In traditional data
networks, fairness usually implied complete equity among competing users. Scheduling
algorithms like fair-queueing [Nag 87 Nag 851 were considered appropriate for guaranteeing
fairness. In an HSWAN, however, the environment would facilitate
reservation of resources,
provision for letting the network know of one's workload (burst characteristics, average
rate, peak rate etc.), and
a high degree of heterogeneity in user characteristics.
With regard to fairness, the position taken here is that a user should be able to
advertise its arrival pattern and receive good service in return. A fair scheduling strategy
may then be defined as a function of the actual arrival pattern and the prescribed arrival
pattern. Readers familiar with the Virtual Clock algorithm [Zha 891 will notice that this
is a generalization of the Virtual Clock algorithm.
In keeping with the goals of efficiency, loss freeness and fairness, this paper proposes
a set of mechanisms for congestion control. These mechanisms are expected to be suitable
especially for a high bandwidth-delay product environment. The key ideas involve separation of different network time constants (e.g., short-term bursts and medium-term load)
and using separate mechanisms to address each of them. Thus for instance, 'Dynamic Time
Windows' is proposed as a mechanism to limit the degree of burstiness (if necessary) as a
function of the medium-term load on the system, while 'Pulse' is proposed as a mechanism
for dealing with fair scheduling of short-term bursts. Dynamic Time Windows and Pulse
are both based on the same workload paradigm, the packet train model [JaRo 85, SoLa
881. They are intended to form a unified solution to congestion control.
Preliminary performance studies show that the queue length statistics at switching
nodes (mean, variance and max) are approximately proportional to the time window size.
Further,
when network utilization approaches unity, the time window mechanism can protect
the network from buffer overruns and excessive queueing delays, and
when network utilization level is smaller, the time window may be increased to allow a
controlled amount of variance that attempts to simultaneously meet the performance
goals of the end-user and that of the network.
The study with respect to the prioritized scheduling algorithms, investigates
necessary and sufficient conditions for accomplishing the desired fairness,
ability to provide good service to controlled bursts,
simulation and (limited) analytical results for expected waiting times,
ability to protect against misbehaving users, and
relationship between end-point (time-window) admission control and internal (Pulse
and Virtual Clock) scheduling.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model of the
network. Section 3 discusses the design goals and motivates the Dynamic Time Window
and Generalized Vi-tual Clock mechanisms. Section 4 presents . detailed analytical and
simulation study for static time-windows and various scheduling algorithms. Section 5
discusses preliminary results on Dynamic Time Windows. Section 6 discusses related work
and Section 7 presents our conclusions and outlines future work. Several analytical results
are presented in the Appendices, including a proposition that investigates the relationship
between scheduling disciplines and the new fairness criterion and the waiting time analysis
of Virtual Clock.

Preliminaries

Model of the Network
It is assumed that the network will be packet switched. It will operate at very high
speeds over a wide geographical area (e.g., a 1 gigabit/sec network over the continental
USA). Further, it is expected to support various kinds of multi-media traffic, for instance,
video, voice, data, graphics, etc.
The high bandwidt h-delay product of the network and the various real-time components of traffic will require some h r m of resource reservation to hedge against slow control
operations and to ensure that performance guarantees are met. It is in this environment
that we study the flow control of data traffic. The principal difficulty with data is that
very little apriori knowledge is anilable on its workload, so reserving resources for it is
difficult. Depending on the actual environment and time-of-day, some average bandwidth
may be reserved, but it is expected that the variability in traffic will be considerable.

Switch CongestL-,uStates
Consider an internal switch i- '.is network. For the purp~bsesof congestion control,
w p distinguish the queue length f.
ations due to:
>hart-term bursts, and
medium-t erm variations in load.
The former is caused by bursty traffic flowing through the network, while the lattor
is due to the enseml~leof users ac4:--aat any time. More precisely, short-term fluctuat
z
those which
a time coub.,*nt of the order of a round-trip delay or less, 1
medium-term fluct
~1311sare those which have a larger time constant.
Consider now, a reactive congestion control scheme that uses (implicit or expli*kc)
feed: '-information irom the network to adjust the input transmission rate or window
I

L.L.

not congested

congested

Figure 2.1: Switch congestion states. The figure shows two states for exposition
purposes. Higher granularity of distinction is possible and probably desirable.
size. The feedback information is potentially old in this environment, relative to the
duration of short-term fluctuations in queue length caused by bursty traffic. To deal with
short-term bursts, new protocols have recently been proposed to meter (police) the traffic
on each connection [BCS 90, Go1 90a 90b, Tur 86, SLCG 89, Zha 891.
Consider next, the medium-term congestion state of the switch (see Figure 2.1). These
are relatively long-lived* and should be responded to. It is therefore important that the
end-point perception of congestion distinguish between short -term and medium-term congestion.

Transport

k--------i
I

I
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network rate control
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Figure 2.2: Two level control for data traffic
This distinction suggests a 2-level congestion control strategy as shown in Figure
2.2. The lower level's responsibility is to deal with policing/metering and protecting the
network from short-term bursts. The upper level's responsibility is to deal with closed-loop
control and provide some elasticity to an otherwise restrictive lower level. In particular,
the combined solution should accommodate variance - because burstiness is an inherent
characteristic of data traffic. Further, it should also incorporate priority handling - to
meet quality of service requirements: if a faster transmitter is willing to pay more, there
should be mechanisms in place to provide for this service.
This paper proposes a set of mechanisms to do the above. It also reports on their
performance - in particular, performance of 'time-windows' (medium-term performance)
and that of scheduling disciplines (short-term performance).

* Some experiments conducted over the Internet show that there are in fact several nested
medium-term time constants. Study is underway to effectively use this information.

3. Design Goals and Proposed Solution
The overall goal of this research is
design, study and prototype protocols that will
simultaneously
protect the network from congestion overloads,
provide a desired quality of service (that may be different for different applications),
do so in spite of the high bandwidth-delay product of the network which makes
timely control operations difficult, and in general,
pass the increased available raw speeds to the applications.
Only a small part of this overall goal is addressed in this paper, specifically, issues
relating to (bursty) data traffic in high bandwidth-delay product networks.
By 'data', we mean any traffic that the network cannot categorize as something else.
For instance, 'voice' and 'video' have specific workload characteristics (and performance
requirements) that rnay be embedded in the design. For the purposes of this discussion,
they are not data. As mentioned before, the principal performance requirements for handling data traffic are (a) efficiency (b) loss freeness* (may be relaxed, depending upon the
application), and (c) fairness (across different users).
In this context, this section discusses the responsibilities and goals of the switch and
that of the user followed by fairness issues and prioritized scheduling.
11,

Switch Responsibilities and Goals
Consider
Ire 2.1 once again. The switch responsibilities xnay be formu1;;ed as
follows:
in state 0 ji.e., not congested):
do not restrict traffic unduly,
ensure priority service agreed upon,
use an 'averaging interval' and allow pre-specified bursty factors
(defined as i / A ) over this interval. The notion of this averaging interval is expanded upon shortly.
in state 1 (congested):
ensure that data traffic is smoothened,
enforce policing algorithm stringently. This is important because fairness is more
of an issue at higher loads.
Now consider a scenario where a user is allowed to transmit at some average rate, say
f.,: instance, lo4 fixed sized pack<.- /second. This is the same average rate as lo2 packets
w e r a 10 rnEec po-iod and 10' pbc~etsover a 1 msec period. While the average rates are
ihe same in the t,.i.ee cases, the variability allowed has changed: lo2 packets per 10 msec
allows for more variability than 10' packets over 1 msec.
Thus, if an end-point were to reserve bandwidrh, it could potentially play arourld
the interval size to deal with the variability ol traffic it generates. If this interwl
. - ..-.

" A quantitative study of performance degradation as a function of congestion dependent i.,.?;
is reported in [MLS 89, Muk 901.

size is agreed upon with the network, then a combined solution could emerge that will
simultaneously protect the network from overloads as well as allow for a controlled variance
that a user desires. This forms the basis for time windows.
Notice that real time traffic would also reserve bandwidth, but usually over a fixed
sized interval* ('frame time'). Since data has no delay constraints, its interval size may
itself be adjusted as a function of load.
To illustrate the effect of variability of arrivals on queue length, consider a G/D/1
queue. An upperbound for the expected queue length is given by [see Kle 761:

where E[Q]is the expected queue length, X is the mean arrival rate, a: is the variance in
interarrival time and p is the traffic intensity. Clearly, as p -+ 1, one must make sure that
a: 4 0 for acceptable performance. On the other hand, when p is smaller, a higher a:
may be allowed.
Source I traffic
A

-

peak rate: k ,average rate: ?.

Source I
Source I1 traffic
Source I1
Switch

...............................

Time window: I
11
12

= 40 Mbits/s.
= 100 Mbits/s,
= 100 Mbits/s, 5 2 = 20 Mbits/s.
p = 80 Mbits/s.

Figure 3.1: Two bursty sources feeding into a switch.
Dynamic adjustment of interval size is motivated by this consideration. As a quantitative example of how the interval size affects queue length, consider a single queue fed
and X2 and the average
from two sources as shown in Figure 3.1. The peak rates are
rates are
and X2. The queue service rate is deterministic and is denoted by p . Let us
assume that the sources have an infinite number of packets to send. For the parameter
values shown in the figure, the traffic intensity, p is 0.75. Simulations show that for I = 1
msec, the queue length statistics are: E[Q] = 6.92, and var(Q) = 5.51. For I = 10 msec,

* Variable number of bits over a fixed sized frame as in VBR video is currently under investigation [ReMu 911.

the corresponding numbers are E [Q] = 63.17 and v a r ( Q ) = 52.49. i.e., there is a factor
of 10 increase for a similar increase in interval size. An approximate analysis (Section 4)
sh :.s that this indeed should happen. Specifically, if I is increased to a1 and everything
else remains the same, then E [Q] increases approximately to (rE[Q]. Further, the variance
and maximum of Q also increase by the same proportion.

3.2. User Behavior and Responsibility
For data traffic, the important performance requirements are (a) low loss and (b) efficient
use of the network. It has no real-time (i.e., maximum delay) constraints. Its own workload
is, however, unpredictable.
The need for dynamic time windows is to cope with changing medium-term traffic
patterns ( p ) .
The proposed management of time windows is similar to the management of traditional
windows. The user is required to
negotiate a time window size, i.e., a length of interva: I, an average rate of transmission, X, and a peak to average ratio, i/X.
adjust the interval, I, dynamically with change in med' 5 r m load, p. The adjustment algorithm will be discussed in Section 5 .

Analogies and Comparisons
W i t h traditional packet windows:
With traditio: 1 windows, one can transmit a certain number of packets before receiving an acknowledgment. If the window size is not too large, the user controls the
number of packets in transit in one round-trip delay. In time windov one transmits
a certain number of packets in a specified time interval, which could be shorter t ' an
the round-trip delay. This interval specification is in fact necessitated by the
ge
bandwidth-delay product of high speed wide area networks.
Dynamic window adjustment [Jac 88, MiSe 90, RaJa 881 changes window size. Dynamic Time Window adjusts the interval size. In the first case, the 'interval' (= roundtrip time) is held constant while the number of packets in the interval is changed. In
the second case, the interval itself is adjusted. In both cases, the number of packets
that can arri ;e at a switch in a short time period is controlled.
W i t h rate based schemes:
Zhang [Zha 891 and Golestani [Go1901 characterize traffic workload as an averpge rate
over a specified interval. They devise interesting schedulzng algmithms, gi
IS
workload. The time wind
protocol attempts to adjust the workload itsel
1:
qested. In conjunction with this, a generalized v~
shaping) if the network i
7
of Virtual Clock (defined
c: next sub-section) may be used to facilitate sched.
g
of bursts over the intervals , priority handling).
fiamamurthy and Dighe propljsed the Distributed Source Control Protocol [RaDi 901.
Dynamic T:--;tc: Windows, in conjunction with Generalized Virtual Clocks (discussed
Tr

in the next section), extends and generalizes Distributed Source Control to handle
multiple time constants in the network.
Leaky Bucket [BCS 90, SLGC 89, Tur 861 is another technique that has been proposed
for admission control. In Leaky Bucket, a fixed sized bucket is associated with each
transmitter and it is fed with tokens at some constant rate. If the bucket is full,
tokens are dropped. An incoming data packet must grab a token before entering the
network. Medium-term load may be incorporated into this scheme in several ways as
for instance (a) changing token flow rate into the bucket and (b) changing bucket size.
The latter will be similar in spirit to the scheme proposed here, but we do believe that
Dynamic Time Windows will be more closely matched will bwill be characteristics on
the one hand and switch scheduling on the other.

Priority Scheduling
The proposed solution to priority scheduling extends the Virtual Clock algorithm
[Zha 891. We describe this latter algorithm first, then the proposed extension along with
motivation for doing so. A new fairness criterion appropriate for this environment is
defined and appropriate properties of a scheduling algorithm with respect to this criterion
are identified. These properties are collected into a Proposition and is proven in the
Appendix.
The Virtual Clock Protocol takes the approach of allocating part of intermediate
resources to individual users based on their average demands. Let us suppose that a user
i is allocated a rate X i . Each node associated with this user maintains a virtual clock vi
which determines user i's priority with respect to other competing users. Initially, vi is
set to the real clock. When a packet belonging to user i arrives, vi is incremented to
max [ (vi l / X a ) , realArrivalTime 1. The packet that is dispatched next, corresponds to
the user with the minimum virtual clock. This is therefore a dynamic priority scheduling
algorithm. If the realArrivalTime is ignored (for simplicity) then we get priority assignment
curves as shown in Figure 3.2.
Notice that if a user were to transmit faster than its specified average rate, it would
still get scheduled if the resource is free.
Now, if somehow a user were to provide a more detailed arrival pattern for its packets,
the priority assignment curve could be extended to follow such a curve (see Figure 3.2).
This generalization is referred to here as the Generalized Virtual Clock algorithm.
As a special case, let us suppose that a user i specifies its peak transmission rate
i;,
and its burst characteristics tl,; and t2,; as shown in Figure 3.3. Notice that given a
burstyfactor (which is defined as Ai/Xi) and an interval size, I, the parameters tl,i and t2,i
are easily obtained. Ai here corresponds to the speed that user i wishes to trans~nitat.
It is the maximum of the speed at which it can transmit and the speed decreed by flow
control. A user may off course settle on providing t 2 , i = 0 which implies normal Virtual
Clock. If it provides the extra information, it is possible that it will get better service.

+

e a c k e u in an interval
D

packet number

al(.) and an(.)are advertised arrival patterns of transmitters 1 and 2, i.e., a1 ( k )
is the prescribed arrival time of the kth packet of transmitter 1; simililarly 4 1 ; )
is the prescribed arrival time of the k t h packet of transmitter 2.

(-) are the corresponding priority assignment curves. In virtual
clock, fi(k) < - average (advertised) arrival time of transmitter l's k t h packet.
Another possibility is that fl(.) < -al(+)and f2(-)< -a2(.),which is in a sense
a generalization of Virtual Clock.

f

( a )

and

f2

Figure 3.2:

i

eneralized Virtual Clocks.
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Figure 3.3: User specifications for

'

ulse.

The priority assignment cur..e for this special case is shown in Figure 3.4. We shall
call this the Pulse algorithm ancl .t will work as follows. Let Mi = iitl,i/packet~ize.Mi is
the average number of packet,^ that user i would transmit in time tl,;. Associate a virtual
clock vi and an integer Ai at every node in the path of user '. Initialize A i to Mi znd vi
tn ~

~ rlnrt
2 1

When a pack(.: from user i arrives at the node, execute Algorithm 3.1.
If a user beh:; . according to its own specifications, this scheduling gorithm may he
able to guarantee good service in that its packets will be dispatched without excessive
delay. However, if a user exceeds its specified burst size or transmits faster than that
agreed upon, then as in Virtual Clock, its priority is reduced and its own performance is

priority [packet] := v;
If ( Ai > 0) then
v; := v, l / X i
Ai := Ai - 1
end
else

+

Vi := vi + t 2 , *
Ai := Mi
end
{ schedule packet with the minimum priority number)

Algorithm 3.1: Pulse Scheduling.

-

rrpckar pa intaval
(fiurc n r u m a diffumt intcrval r i m for the two somxs)

packet numbs

Figure 3.4: Dynamic priority assignment with Virtual Clock and Pulse.
affected.
Notice that Pulse is identical to Virtual Clock if t2,i = 0 (in this case, Mi could be any
positive integer). Thus Pulse allows users to specify only their average rates of transmission
if they choose to. However, if a user provides more information to the network, it could
potentially get better service (we have not shown this yet though -- in fact, there are
situations when improvement is possible and there are situations when possiblet is not; see
Proposition below).
The obvious question that arises is, what is an appropriate scheduling discipline.
Clearly giving higher priority to someone will hurt someone else (since the total amount of
unfinished work is conserved for any work conserving discipline). The fairness criterion that
is adopted here is that the number of packets that are dispatched for user i be proportional
to its peak rate, provided it has not exceeded its 'quota' for the interval. The motivation
for this is that a comparable delay would hurt a faster transmitter more than a slower one.
If it is desired that the faster transmitter get a good quality of service (it may be willing
to pay more for instance) then it should be scheduled by its peak rate.
In the Appendix, different priority assignment curves, referred to as Generalized Vir-

tual Clocks, (see Figure 3.2), are compared with respect to this fairness criterion. The
following Proposition summarizes the results.

Notation:
Let
At = some time period.
Ni = number of source i packets served at a switch over At.
N
,. = total number of packets served at the switch over At.
A; = advertised peak transmission rate of flow i.
Fairness Criterion:

Assumptions:
With each flow i, there exist:
(a) an arrival curve ai(n) which gives the time of arrival of the nth packet.
(b) a priority curve fi(n) which specifies the relative priority of this packet with respect
to the others. This priority determines which packet is to be scheduled next by the
switch. A lower value of f;(n) implies a higher priority.
Proposition:
(a) If all traffic is 'homogeneous,' then any arbitrary single priority assignment curve
will guarantee fairness as defined by (3.1). By homogeneous traffic we mean that
either
(i) a;(n) = aj(n) V i, j, n deterministically, or
V i, j, n in distribution.
(ii) ai(n) equals aj(n)
(b) If trffic is non-homogeneous, and there is queueing at the server, then it is necessary and sufficient for fairness (as stated in (3.1)), that the following hold:
if a l ( n ) < az(n) then fl(n)

< fi(n) Vn.

(3.2)

(Asidt If there is no queueing at the server, then there is no need for any scheduling
discipline anyway.)
A consequence of (b) is that if fl(n) and fi(n) satisfy (3.1) then so will cfi(n) and
cfZ(n) for c > 0. i.e., there is no unique priority assignment curve.
(c) A , = *N,

where N is conserved, i.e., it ( N ) is constant across all scheduling

disciplines.

A minor side effect of the propc *,ion above is that a(i) and a(ii) contradicts a 2 previous finding in [Zha 901. If the scheduling discipline is Virtual Clock, then the virtual
clocks of a set of sources were thought to diverge with respect to each other as time progressed. However, the theory of coupled stochastic processes suggest: ?;st if the sources
are statistically homogeneous, then they would in fact converge almost surely, every so often. Our simulations showed this to indeed hold true. Zhang's suggestion of synchronizing
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Parameter

I
I

h, ( ~ e a krate)

I

b (Desk rate)
hl (average rate)
& (average rate)
p (service rate)
packet size
B (#buffers)
I (time-window size)

1
1
1

I

Value
100 Mbitsls
100 Mbitsls
40 Mbitsls
20 Mbits/s
61 - 120 Mbits/s
250 Bytes
large
1 - 50 msec

I
I
I

Comments
fixed
fixed

l
1
I

variable

I

variable

I

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters.
the virtual clocks to the real arrival time is therefore, strictly not necessary, but perhaps
desirable nevertheless. An alternative would be to set a bound on the maximum difference
between virtual and real clocks. This would allow some flexibility but put a bound on the
aggravation that may be caused to well behaved sources due to someone who was idle for
a long time.

4. Detailed Study
A simple model was used as the first step towards determining the properties of
Dynamic Time Windows and Generalized Virtual Clocks. Two bursty sources were used.
They had peak rates j1and i2MBits/s and average rates X1 and X2 Mbits/s respectively
(see Figure 3.1). The average rates were enforced over a time-window I. The switch had
a bandwidth of p MBits/s and had B buffers.
The parameters used in this study are summarized in Table 4.1.
The following properties were investigated:
Overall mean queue length, E[Q], and its variance, as a function of time window
(I)and switch utilization ( p = C
The expected waiting times, E[WI1 and E[WI2, as a function of I for Pulse, Virtual Clock and FCFS. The FCFS discipline was selected for comparison purposes
and also to determine the effectiveness of Virtual Clock and Pulse in keeping misbehaving users from hurting the performance of well-behaved ones.
Effect of mismatched I between the transmitter and the switch, i.e., the timewindow used by the end-points and that used by the switch were made different.
The purpose was to determine
the ability of the priority algorithms to withstand transmitter misbehavior,
and
the effect of a non-synchronized interval size on well behaved transmitters
due to possible delays in the I-adjustment process.
Discrete event simulation was used as the principal tool in this investigation. The
DeNet simulation tool [Livny 87, DeNet 881 was used.
The results obtained from simulations have been supplemented with analytical justification whenever such an analysis has been feasible.

E--petted queue length vs

I

and p

These numbers suggest that I may be changed to effectively deal with changes
in p. For a fixed p, if Il and I2are two values of I such that 12/11
= a , then
the corresponding expected queue lengths have the following relationships: (a)
E [QI2 5 aE [Q]1, and (b) the upper bound aE [Q] is a reasonable approximation
for E[Q12.
Table 4.2: E[Q] as a function of p and I .
Table 4.2 shows E[Q] as a function of I and p. p is varied from 61 Nlbits/s to 120
Mbits/s. C
is kept constan- This allows for the utilizatit ,I, p, to vary from 0.98 to
0.50.
The I's of the two sources were 'synchronized' in these experiments, i.e., they started
and ended at the same time. Therefore, the simulations show a 'worst case' queueing
behavior. Notice that as I is increased to aI, the expected queue length increases to
aE[Q]. Thus we have the first property:

xi

Property 1:
If Il and I2are two values of I such that Iz/Il = a , then the corresponding expected
queue lengths have the following relationships:
(a) E[Q]2I
aE[Q]l,and
(b) the upper bound aE[Q] is a reasonable approximation for E [Q12. (The same results
as well.)
hold for var(Q) and Q,,,
Proof:
This is proved with the help of Figure 4.1. which shows queue length at a switch as a
function of time for two different interval sizes, Il and 12.
In this discussion, it is assumed
that there are only two 'ransmitters, although the 3sult is iridependent of the number of
transmitters.
The solid lines represent the curve for an interval size I! while the dashed lines repreof size 12.. Without loss of generality, let I2> Il.
sent the curve for intc.*.~-al
In the figure, 0- Lacksthe queue length during the part of the interval when both
sources are transmit t. .g (i.e., during time OE). During time ED, only one source is active,
and thc te of increase is slower (shown by AB). During time DC, both sources have
stoppeu .,dnsmission, and the queue drains at :;te p. OA'B'C' is the corresponding curve
when the interval size is 12.

Figure 4.1: Queue length evolution vs time window size.
Let 12/11be equal to a . Then, given the nature of time-windows,

and

By similar triangles,

A1E'/AE = OA1/OA= a
Therefore,

BID' = A'E' + A'B' sin 8
= aAE + a A B sin 8
= oBD
Here, (4.4) follows from (4.2) and (4.3). We thus have the following result:

Next, consider E[Q].

E[Q1=

Area under the curve

I
Area of different pieces

=C

I

When the interval size is I2:

(4.8) follows from (4.3). Similarly,
1

Area(A'B'D'E1) = -(AfE'
2

+ BID') * (E'D')

and
1
." rea(B'CID') = -(BIDf) * (D'C')
2
1
= -(aBD)

-

C,

* (aDC)

From (4.7, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11),
1

E [Q12 = -Area(OA1B'C' )
I2

The analysis above assumed t17, 'he intervals were syn -hronized, which is a 'worstcase' scenario. If this is not the c:, ' . the queue lengths would be smaller. This proves (a),
;-em,E[Q12 aE[Q]l.
Part (b) is an empirical observation (see Table 4.2). 1

<

Expected waiting times vs I for Pulse, Virtual Clock and FCFS
Tables [4.3 - 4-61 show the expected waiting times for Pulse, Virtual Clock and FCFS
for different time window sizes as p is varied. In these simulations, all the transmitters were
well behaved in that their packet generation pattern matched the Pulse (or packet-train)
pattern.
As a consequence, the numbers for Pulse and FCFS are similar. (The differences
arise primarily because of an implementation difference in breaking ties for simultaneous
events in the event list: for Pulse, ties were broken using an uniformly distributed random
number; for FCFS, a preexisting library module was used, and this ordered simultaneous
events by queueing them up in the order the program discovered them.)
The simulation scenario was the same as in Table 4.1: there were two bursty sources,
the first with a peak rate il,of 100 Mbits/s and an average rate,
= 40 Mbits/s, the
= 20 Mbits/s. Notice
second with a peak rate X2 = 100 Mbits/s and an average rate, i2
that Virtual Clock resulted in better service for the less bursty traffic (E[WII < E[WI2)
while Pulse resulted in better service for the more bursty one (E[WI2 < E [W]I ). However,
providing better service to one hurt the other (there's no free lunch). In fact, the waitingtime-conservation-law [see Kle 761 holds:

x1

C J ~ E [ w=] Constant
~
irrespective of the scheduling discipline. The important point though is that the network
was able t o withstand a load as high as 0.98 if the time-window was small.
As an aside, an interesting property was seen in the E[WI1/E[W];! rows: the ratios
of the waiting times approach a limit as the time-window was increased.
An approximation for the average waiting time for each flow i with Virtual Clock
scheduling and time-window arrival pattern is presented in the Appendix. (This analysis
has been guided by the simulation.) The assumptions and the main result are as follows.
The sources are assumed to transmit packets at their peak rates; however, they are
well behaved in that they maintain their specified average over the specified interval.
The switch is assumed to schedule according to the lowest virtual clock. (Several other
simplifying assumptions have been made, see Appendix.)
Let Xi and i abe expressed in packets per unit time. Let the total number of active
sources be J.
Then the average waiting time for source i is (approximately) given by

The first term, which is half of the busy period, is also the average of the departure times.
The second term subtracts out the arrival times.

The simulation scenario is the same as in Table 4.1: there are two bursty sources,
the first with a peak rate of 100 Mbits/s and an average rate, X I = 40 Mbits/s,
the second with a peak rate of 100 Mbits/s and an average rate, i2
= 20 Mbits/s.
The switch speed is 61 Mbits/s, the total average load is 60 Mbits/s, therefore
p = 0.98. Packet size is 250 bytes and packet switching time is 32.8 psec.
Notice that Virtual Clock gives better service to the less bursty traffic
(E[WI1 < E[WI2)while Pulse gives better service to the more bursty traffic
(E[WI2< E[WII).However, providing better service to one h u t s the other, as
expected. In fact, the following waiting-time-conservation-law [see Kle 761 holds:
XiE [ ~ ]=i constant.

xi

The important point thou h is that .he network is able to withstand a load as
high as 0.98 if the time-win ow is small.

8

Table 4.3: Expected waiting time vs time-window size for Pulse and Virtual Clock.

Same figure as above except that switch speed is C.
its/s, total average load
is 60 Mbits/s, i.e., p = 0.92. Packet switching time i.j . . ~ . 3 3psec.
Table 4.4: Expected waiting time vs time-wiiido;~size for p = 0.92.

Same figure as before with p = 80Mbits/s, i.e., p = 0.75. Packet switching time
is 25 psec.
Table 4.5: Expected waiting time vs time-window size for p = 0.92.

Same figure as before with p = 120Mbits/s, i.e., p = 0.50. Packet switching
time is 16.67 psec.
Table 4.6: Expected waiting time vs time-window size for p = 0.50.

Experimental Validation
Let p = 80 Mbits/s, A 1 = A2 = 100 Mbits/s, packetsize = 250 Bytes = 2000 bits.
Then l / p = 25psec/pkt, l / A 1 = 1/X2 = 20psec/pkt.
For I = 1 msec the waiting time numbers are as follows:

El-] Analysis Simulation
E[WI1 177.5 psec 187 psec
E[WI2 297.5 psec 319 psec
For I = 10 msec, the corresponding numbers are

E [.]
Analysis
Simulation
E[WII 1752.5 psec 1762 psec
E[WI2 2752.5 psec 2793 psec
The simulation and analysis numbers were also found to be close for other parameter

values.
The expreb )n that was obtained for Pulse is not so simple and nice, and is hence
omitted.
The effect of a mismatched time-window between the transmitters and the switch is
investigated next.

Effect of mismatched

I

Two sets of simulations were run to study the effect of mismatched time-windows.
In each set, one source was well-behaved and had its I exactly equal to that used by the
switch. The time-window of the other source was increased from 1.1 to 10 times that of
the well behaved source.
Figures 4.2 - 4.9 show the expected w;.:'ing times as a function of the time-window
size of the good source, the utilization of tht switch and the scheduling discipline in effect.
The first set of curves are when Source 1 is well behaved; the second set of curves is when
Source 2 is well behaved.
Several things are i r mediately observable:
Both Pulse and Virtual Clock provide effective firewall against misbehaving sources
as compared to FCFS.
The relative ordering of Pulse and Virtual Clock is not preserved across the parameter
better than the other when it comes
space, indicating that neither one is ~~ecessarily
to firewalling.
Performance of the well-behaved source: for smaller time-windows and Pulse or Virt ~ i l Clock
l
scheduling, the well-behaved source gets its 'ue share. For larger timewindows, its performance in fact improves as the ratio Ibad/Igood
increases. For lower
values of I b a d / I g o o there
d,
is a slight degradation in its performance.
The curves for FCFS also show a separation in waiting imes (i.e., the well behaved
yource gets better response). This separation improves with lower utilization and large
time-windows. However, the well behaved source is still affected by the misbehaving
source when compared to Pulse or Virtual Clock.

5. 9ynamk Time Window Adjustment
&isdiscussic,n is split into three parts. The first part discusses the objectives of
time-window adjustment, the second part discusses the mechanisms for the same and the
third part discusses policy issues.
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Figure 4.2: Mean waiting time with mismatched I's.
Source 1 well behaved. Source 2 mis-behaves.
Il = 1, ,u = 61, i.e., p = 0.98.
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Figure 4.3: Mean waiting time with mismatched I's.
Source 1 well behaved. Source 2 mis-behaves.
Il = 10, p = 61, i.e., p = 0.98.
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Source 1 well behaved. Source 2 mis-behaves.
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Figure 4.7: Mean waiting time with mismatched I t s .
Source 2 well behaved. Source 1 mis-behaves.
I2 = 10, p =-. 61, i.e., p = 0.98.
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Objectives
Ideally, the switch will not need to put any restriction on transmission. Under low
loads (i.e., low p) this ideal may be achieved without additional effort. When the load
increases however, the switch will get into more congested states: queue lengths will increase, waiting times will increase and buffers may overflow. The objective now would
be to regulate the arrivals such that the cumulative arrival rate conforms to the average
arrival rate over smaller intervals of time. The interval size will determine the maximum
queue lengths possible. Assuming that p < 1, it will also determine the maximum length
of the busy ~ e r i o d(because queues are expected to empty out by the end of the interval).

Mechanisms
The switch will set the interval size it will support at any time. It will have at its
disposal multiple levels (or interval sizes). Depending on current traffic intensity, it will
set the maximum interval size that it is willing to support.
Each packet (or cell) will have a special field that will be set by the switches to the
maximum I that the path can support. (For instance, the Congestion Control Information
field (of the AT&T version) of an ATM cell may be used for this purpose.)
It is a policy issue as to what I should be set to. For instance, I may be adjusted
when
changes. When this latter change occurs, every active source will detect the
change in one round trip time. Non-active sources will find out about the change within
one round trip time of their becoming active again.
Each source, i, should ensure that its own interval size I; is less than or equal to I . In
general, if Ii is large, source i may see larger queueing delays (as we saw in Section 4).

xixi

Policies
Several policies are ~ossiblefor I-adjustment. The choice would depend on the objectives to be met. Two policies are discussed here. We note however, that this is the subject
of continuing investigation.

Policy 1: Prevent Buffer Overflow
One policy would be to size the interval so as to prevent buffer overflows from occurring. Suppose that there are N sources transmitting through a switch. If the switch has
B buffers, then to avoid a buffer overflow, I must satisfy the following relation:

Pro0 f :
To avoid a buffer overflow, the maximum queue length must be less than B. If there
are two sources, then

where

il and i2 are the durations for which sources 1 and 2 are active.

This simplifies to

For N sources, one gets (using iiii= XiI),

i

An alternative (optimistic policy) would be to consider only the active sources for the
above calculation. The average number or active sources may be computed using Mean
Value Analysis as done by Hahne et. al. [HICM 91.1. Let NA be the value obtained for this
average. The computation of I in (5.1) will now use fi instead of N.

Policy 2: Follow Iso-E[Q] Curves
An alternative policy is to constrain the expected queue length at a switch t o a
constant. (Or equivalently, to constrain the average waiting times to a constant.) The
expected queue length, E [Q], is a function of p, I, and the burstyfactors ( i i / i i ) . Hence,
it may be decreed that
E[Q] = f( p , I,

1

, 2

,

, X n / i n ) = Constant

(5.2)

Now, if one of the quantities that E[Q] depends upon should change, a dynamic algorithm
(the details of which are under investigation) would determine the new value of T. -.i.ich
that (5.2) is still valid. (One may also want t o constrain higher moments of Q, 1.. we
shall limit ourselves to the simple case of the first moment .)
One expression for E[Q] is the following upperbound expression for the G/D/1 ccueue
lKle 761:

Figure 5.1: Notation and their meaning. N = 2.
where X is the cumulative mean arrival rate and a: is the cumulative variance of interarrival
times.
This expression of course ignores the burstyfactors ( X iI,&),but it is aesthetically
simple. Experiments however, reveal that it grossly overestimates the actual average queue
lengths that are observed in simulations (by an order of magnitude or more). A tighter
upperbound is therefore desirable and is investigated next.
Notation (see Figure 5.1):
N = number of active sources;
0 5 i 5 N ; AN+i =
=
Am - P ,
ki = xi/^; 1 i < N. Arrange ki in increasing order.
Further, let ko = 0 and k N + l = p.

c%=~
<

Here, k l I is the duration of time when all sources are transmitting, and the queue
length is changing a t a rate A l . k21 is the next segment of time, and rate of change of
queue length is A2, etc. The expected queue length is given by

The integral is equivalent t o adding up the trapezoidal (and triangular) areas under the
curve Q ( t ) . Assuming Q(0) = 0, this gives

I

+

= -(S1 3 2 )
2
The first double summation may be simplified as follows:

Sl =

N+1

j

j=1

i=1

1

~ i ( k-i k i - l ) ( k j - kj-1)

N+1 N+l
=

1 C Ai(ki - ki-l)(kj - k j - l )
i=1

=

j=i

N+ 1

NS1

i=l

j=i

1 Ai(ki - kia1)

(kj - kj-l)

N+ 1
=

C Ai(ki - k i - l ) ( k ~ + l- ki-1)
i=l

N+1

=

C Ai(ki - ki-l)(p

-

kiVl)

i= 1

Similarly, the second double summation becomes:
N+l j-1
S2 =
hi(ki - ki-l)(kj - k j - l )

CC

j=l

N

=

i=1

N+1

C j=i+l A i ( k i - k i - l ) ( k j - k j - l )
i=1

=

N

N+1

i=l

j=i+l

C Ai(ki - k j V l )

(kj - kj-l)

N

=

A i ( k i - k ? - - , ) ( k N + l- k i )
i=l
N

1A i ( k j - k i - l ) ( p - k i )
i=l

Using ( 5 . 3 ) , (5.4) and (5.5),

Equation (5.6) is a possible design equation. We are currently investigating into
simpler heuristic approximations.

Signalling Protocols
The switches will choose from a set of intervals such that (5.1) or (5.2) is satisfied.
When new transmitters join or existing ones leave, the I value needs to be renegotiated.
The transmitters may be signalled the I changes through a special field in their data
packets. This field will be changed/set by the switches.
Constraining the interval size may be achieved in one pass through the switches.
Increasing the size would, however, require a second pass because everyone in the path has
to agree to such a change.

6. Related Work
NetBlt [CZZ 871, an end-to-end rate based flow control protocol was designed for high
performance bulk data transfers. Data is transmitted in NetBlt as a sequence of 'buffers',
each consisting of several 'bursts' which are themselves decomposed into multiple 'packets'. The parameters negotiated between the transport end-points are burst-size, burstrate, packet-size and buffer-size. The transmission rate per packet is burst-rate/burst-size
when the transmission is active. Considerations in choosing the burst-rate are the sender's
timing granularity, the processing speed of the receiver and that of any intermediate gateways. There is provision for re-negotiating the burst-size and burst-rate parameters after
each buffer transmission, but no performance studies have been reported on the tradeoffs
involved.
There has been a considerable amount of work reported lately on open-loop control.
Among them are scheduling strategies like Earliest Deadline [FeVe 901, Fair Queueing [Nag
87, Nag 851, Hierarchical Round-Robin [I, Stop-and-Go [Gol 90a gob] and Virtual Clock
[Zha 891. These algorithms attempt to police traffic inside the network. Parallel work
has focussed on admission control such as Distributed Source Control [RaDi 901, and the
Leaky Bucket schemes [Tur 86, SLCG 89, BCS 901.
The problem of bandwidth allocation has been addressed in [AMS 82, DeTo 90, DTVV
88, GAN 90, GRF 89, JoVe 89, MGF 90, Sch 88, WoI(o 901. The studies by Anick et. al.
[AMS 821 and Gueren et. al. [GAN 901 focus on equivalent bandwidth for on/off sources
such that a given quality of service (Pr { loss < E) for some E ) is achieved. The principal
difference between these studies and bandwidth allocation in the context of Dynamic Time
Windows is the following. In the earlier studies, equivalent bandwidth was computed
assuming that transmitters could be in the 'on' state for arbitrarily long periods and this
increased the complexity of the analysis. The Dynamic Time Window mechanism forces
the 'on' state to be less than or equal to the time window, thereby limiting the maximum
length of the busy period at the switch. This simplifies equivalent bandwidth computations.
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Appendix A

Properties of Dynamic Priority issignment Curves
Notation:
Let
At = some time period.
N; = number of source i packets served at a switch over At.
N
= total number of packets served at the switch over At.
*
Xi = advertised peak transmission rate of flow i.

Fairness Criterion:

Assumptions:
With each flow i, there exist:
(a) an arrival curve ai(n) which gives the time of arrival of the nth packet.
(b) a priority curve fi(n) which specifies the relative priority of this packet with respect
to the others. This priority determines which packet is to be scheduled next by the
switch. A lower value of fi(n) implies a higher priority.

Proposition:
(a) If all t r 2 . is~ 'homogeneous,'
~ ~
then any arbitrary single priority assignment cve
will guarantee fairness as defined by (A.l). By homogeneous traffic we meal; llat
either
V i, j, n deterministically, or
(i) ai (n) = a,, n )
V i, j, n in distribution.
(ii) ai(n) equals aj(n)
(b) If traffic is non-homogeneous, and there is queueing at the server, then it is necessary and sufficient for fairness (as stated in (A.l)), that the following hold:

(Aside: If there is no queueing at the server, then there is no need for any scheduling
discipline anyway.)
(c) Ni = &N,

where N is conserved, i.e., it is constant across all scheduling

disciplines.
Proof

(a.i) When ai(n) = aj(n)V i, j , n. The proof is trivial.
(a.ii) When a;(n) equals aj(n) in distribution, V i, j, n. The proof is in two par+c. First
consider a finite interval I. It is 1 ;ible that flows i and j will have different sari 1 .p, paths

for their arrivals over I. Denote the sample paths sil) and sjl' and let us assume that their
probabilities of occurrence are po and pl respectively. Let the average waiting times for
these sample paths be wil) and wj1) respectively. Since ai() and aj() are homogeneous,
the same two sample paths may be interchanged, and this would give wi2) = wjl) and

wy) = wjl) with probabilities PO and pl interchanged as well. Therefore the average
waiting time over the interval I is the same for i and j.
Next, consider a sequence of successive time intervals Il,12, . - - . The flows i and j may
have transmitted different number of packets (say il and j l ) in interval Il. If they both
started off with 0 packets transmitted, their statistical behavior (and the service obtained)
over the first interval is the same. However, the relative priorities over the next interval
would be dependent on the number of packets transmitted over the previous interval if the
priority curves are not 'corrected' for unused packets over the interval. Is it possible that
the number of packets transmitted by the two flows diverge from each other as the number
of intervals increase? The theory of coupled stochastic processes says no.
The theory goes as follows. Consider a sequence of finite intervals 11,12,. - , and let
the number of packets transmitted in these intervals by flows i and j be i l , i 2 , .. . and
jl ,j2,. . Then the following 'coupling' result holds.
Theorem [Griffeath 781: Let i l , 22,. . and jl,j2,- - . be independent and identically
distributed random variables. Let

and

S j ( k ) = jl

+

j2

+... + jk.

Then 3N such that
Si(N) = Sj(N)

a.s.

i.e., after some finite number of intervals, the total number of packets transmitted by i and
j must be equal with probability one.
As a consequence of this theorem, the two 'homogeneous' flows will converge every so
often (with probability one). Over the period in between, the two flows may follow different
sample paths and receive different service. However, the point where they meet serves as
a renewal epoch and over each such renewal epoch, the distribution of the sample arrival
paths is the same. Hence, the flows will receive statistically similar service asymptotically
as the number of intervals increase.
(b.i) Consider an interval of time I. Suppose al(n) and a2(n) are sample paths of flows
1 and 2 over I. Suppose fl(n) = al(n), f2(n) = a2(n). Now let nl and n2 be such that

Without loss of generality, let
dal(n1) < da2(nz)
dn
dn

i-e., al(nl

+ 1) < az(n2 + 1). Let,

which proves the sufficiency condition.
(b.ii) We next prove the necessary condition in the proposition. The proof is by
contradiction. Assume there are two flows 1 and 2 and there is a single priority assignment
curve, f l ( ) = f2() = f (). Let the two (different) arrival curves be a l ( ) and a2(). WLOG,
let a1(n) < a2(n) for some interval I.
Assume that at a time t in the interval, there is queueing, i.e.,

Let a l ( n l ) = aa(n2) = t . Our assumptions imply that nl is greater than n2 and
since f ( ) is a monotonically increasing function, f ( n 2 ) is less than f ( n l ) . Clearly, the
slower traffic gets higher priority in this case, and so (A.l) cannot hold. This proves the
proposition in the reverse direction (i.e., the necessary condition).
Corollary to (b.ii)
If the priority assignment curves (say fl () and fi()) are such that (1) is satisfied for
a set of arrival curves a1 () and a2(), then for any constant C greater than 0, C fl () and
Cf2() will satisfy (A.l) as well.
(c)

The proof is trivial.

Appendix B

Waiting Time Analysis of Virtual Clock
The average waiting time for each flow, i, is computed in this subsection. The sources
are assumed to transmit packets at their peak rates. However, they are assumed to be
well behaved in that they maintain their specified average over the specified interval. The
switch is assumed to schedule according to the lowest virtual clock.
Let the number of packets transmitted in an interval by source i be ni. Let Ai(k)
and Di(k) be the arrival time and departure time, respectively, of the kth packet of flow
i, k = 0, I , . . - ,n;. Then the average waiting time of flow i packets is

Ai may be obtained directly from the I-arrival distribution. Since the packets from
flow i are transmitted at peak rate ii,the kt h packet arrives at k / i i from the beginning
of the interval (this latter point is used as the reference point for measuring time in this
analysis). Therefore

The average departure times,
the following lemma.

~i

obey a rather startling conservation law as stated in

Lemma : If B(p) denotes the busy period in an interval (as a function of /A),and the
virtual clock algorithm is used for scheduling, then

Notice that D; is independent of i . B(p) is computed over all active flows i = 1,2, - .- , J.
Proof:

Define a 'round7such that every flow gets to transmit at least one packet in the round
and there exits at least one flow that transmits only one packet in a round. Assume the
round size is R 'slots'.
If there are a total of c rounds in the busy period, then

and

where n,,j is the number of packets transmitted by flow i in round j. For simplicity, we
have approximated the time used inside of a round by Z i . In the subsequent discussion, ii
is assumed to be an i.i.d. random variable with mean Ex;. Now,

Therefore,

and

I

This proves the lemma. The average waiting time is therefore given by

